DPR’s Chloropicrin Tarpaulin List

Revised August 14, 2019

Tarpaulins to receive 60% buffer zone reduction credit

Tarpaulin to receive a 60% buffer zone reduction credit for chloropicrin field fumigations are listed below: all colors for each tarp are included

- AEP Sunfilm UltraShield, EVOH barrier, 1.0 mil
- AgroSIF 015 Super Impermeable Film, EVOH barrier, 1.0 mil
- Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, 1.25 mil
- EcoPoly Gas Stop XXX ≥ 1.0 mil
- Filmtech Grozone MAX TIF, 1.25 mil (tarpaulins manufactured after January 8, 2019)
- Ginegar Ozgard T Plus, 1.5 mil, TIF
- Guardian TIF, ≥ 1.1 mil
- Imaflex USA Can-Block Clear v-TIF XSB, 0.9 mil
- PLAINNOVA UBF ULTRA100, ≥ 1.0 mil *
- Raven TIF VaporSafe, ≥ 1 mil
- REYTIF, 1.18 mil
- SOLBARRIER TIF, 1.18 mil
- SOTRAFILM TIF, 1.18 mil
- TRM Manufacturing Weather-all Power Film HB 125, ≥ 1.25 mil

*(submitted as PLAINNOVA MIF Maximum Impermeable Film. Identification confirmed)

DISCLAIMER

This list of tarp products is provided solely for determining products evaluated and approved by DPR for the 60% buffer zone reduction credit for chloropicrin field fumigations